
CHAPTER-II 

Heart of Darkness: The White Truths of Power 

"To encounter the nation as it is written displays a temporality of 

culture and social consciousness more in tune with the partial, 

overdetermined process by which textual meaning is produced 

through the articulation of difference in language; more in keeping 

with the problem of closure which plays enigmatically in the discourse 

of the sign. " 

(Homi K. Bhabha: Nation and Narration) 
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Since its publication in the Blackwood's Magazine in the year 1898, Heart of 

Darkness has remained Joseph Conrad's most famous short novel in the context of 

readership. The novel is seen as a virulent indictment on the creed of colonialism. Its 

overt symbolism in this regard and the impressionistic style of narration are also 

highly praised by the critics. There is, in fact, a strong tendency in the field of modern 

literary criticism to read Heart of Darkness as a critique that epitomizes the humanist 

response of the Western civilization to the colonial discourse of the empire. The other 

school, finding itself especially in force since the publication of Chinua Achebe's 

famous critique of the text in his article "An Image of Africa: Racism in Conrad's 

Heart of Darkness", seeks to depict it as a veritable colonial narrative, undermining 

the scope and size ofthe African culture and civilization. In locating Conrad between 

empire and culture my aim would be to read Heart of Darkness as an emblematic text 

of Conrad, the ideologue, one who is aware of the failure of the cultural superiority of 

the empire and yet cannot escape the narrator's obligation in fashioning out a tale of 

an exotic adventure in a "dark continent" for his readers in imperial England. The 

ideological struggle going on inside the abstract impressionistic narrative strategy in 

Heart of Darkness affects the thematic and formal structures of the novella which is 

played out in the friction between lyric and narrative modes. The struggle of ideas 

may also be seen in the tension between artistic and imperialist practices. Thus, Heart 
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of Darkness offers a unique opportunity for gauging not only the aesthetic relations 

among genres, but also the interpenetrations of genre and history, of literature and 

social practices. The text deals with Conrad's firsthand experience as well as reported 

knowledge ofthe state of Congo, ruled by King Leopold II ofBelgium in and around 

the eighth decade of the 191
h century. On the surface he is satiric and sardonic in his 

estimate of the innate fallacy of the empire's 'civilizing mission' in the specific 

region of the earth. But a deep reading unravels the fact that Conrad covertly 

reiterates a virtual colonial conviction that African culture is degenerate and needs to 

be civilized. Griffith relates the logic of this incumbent depiction to the desire of an 

imperial hegemony and writes: 

The degenerate nature of Mrica and Mricans could be 

both overtly and covertly connected with colonialism 

in a complex tautology. The degeneration of the 

'primitive' provided, after all, a perfect excuse for the 

rehabilitating influence ofEurope. Thus, the perceived 

incapacity for self- government, following out this 

circular argument, necessitated foreign domination, a 

justification upon which King Leopold II depended. 

By the same token, the ability of Europeans to rule was 

founded upon their resistance to degeneration. ( 1995: 

73) 

The journey of Marlow in Heart of Darkness is, in reality, a journey to the 

core of that degenerate world that has an awful power even to disintegrate the mind of 

Kurtz, one of the finest children of Western civilization. Conrad does not put to 

question this imperial premise of ascribing labels of corrosion and degeneracy to non

Western cultures and proceeds further to explore an unconscious quantity ofthe same 

·decomposing element within the agency ofthe empire itself The reason for accepting 

the idea of degeneracy as a fixed dynamic of Mrican identity "lay in the belief that 

the lack of any written manuscripts on Mrican history implied a history-less past" 

(74). And Griffith further examines Conrad's intimacy with a remarkable volume of 

colonial documentations ofthe period in relating an ideal sense of African-ness that is 

unmistakably framed in the popular imagination of the English society. He writes: 



Degeneracy, m fact, IS predicated on a historical 

blankness. Africans were perceived, as the 

anthropologist Theodor Waitz put it, as 'those who 

have no history'. Historians of anthropology such as 

Johannes Fabian and Tala! Assad have recently re

examined this theme of the 'historylessness' of the 

African past as a European imposition of blankness 

onto Africa in order to ease conquest. Indeed, Said 

criticizes Conrad for acknowledging the darker ironies 

of imperialism without being able to attribute to other 

cultures a sense of hegemony .... (73) 
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Conrad's dilemma, his ambivalent position between empire and culture, is 

pathologically elaborated by Griffith as he quotes from Said's Culture and 

Imperialism at length. Said (as quoted in Griffith) reads that, 

[I]t is no paradox, therefore, that Conrad was both 

imperialist and anti- imperialist, progressive when it 

came to rendering fearlessly and pessimistically the 

self-confirming, self-deluding corruption of overseas 

domination, deeply reactionary when it came to 

conceding that Africa or South America could ever 

have an independent history or culture, which the 

imperialists violently disturbed but by which they were 

ultimately defeated. (74) 

This part of the thesis aims to read Heart of Darkness alongside important 

events in Conrad's life to clarify the relation between his life and the text and thus to 

indicate that Conrad's pessimistic ambivalence in the novel stemmed from his bitter 

experiences in the Congo. Next, the text will be placed within the imperialistic and 

colonial culture of writing of Conrad's era in order to pinpoint his response to issues 

of the empire and the colonized cultures. Knowing that past can be known by means 

of the written documents, some travel and adventure accounts dealing with the issues 

of imperialism and colonialism and written in the same period, i.e., during the 
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expansion of imperialism have been chosen for the synchronic reading which aims to 

view the place of Conrad's text in the English colonial discourses. Through such a 

reading, it is also aimed to observe the ways of representation of both the colonizing 

and the colonized in both Conrad's text and the select non-literary texts. But before 

engaging into the dialogue between Heart of Darkness and the travel and adventure 

narratives ofthe empire ofthe period the plot ofthe novella may be noticed briefly to 

help our study. The novel is divided in three parts, the first part forming a background 

to the journey of Marlow, the protagonist, from a European port to the central 

territory of the Belgian Congo. On an evening, in the dim light of a dying sun aboard 

the cruising yawl the Nellie on Thames, five men, along with Marlow, are seen 

waiting for the turn of the tide in the river. Charles Marlow, making most of the 

leisure and the wait, meditates aloud on the colonial past of England and shocks 

everybody with his well- known observation that even England once used to be a 

colony of the Romans in the ancient days. As the others are listening to him in intent 

silence, he proceeds to relate a unique story of one of his expeditions to the heart of 

Africa up the river Congo. Once, long ago, being jobless for a while, he secured the 

position of a river steamboat captain with the help of an influential aunt and set out 

on a journey to the Congo. The steamer moves very slowly, making many stops along 

its way, giving full exposure of the dark and dense jungles and landscapes of Africa 

to the young man. They first come across a French gunboat, firing frantically into the 

forests and bushes on the banks. The absurdness of the firing aiming at an absent 

'presence' of unknown enemies strikes Marlow as the first feature of the sheer 

illogicality of the presence of the Europeans on that dark and unfriendly ambience of 

void and uneasiness. On the mouth of the Congo, however, Marlow disembarks and 

boards another steamer of a Swede captain. From the captain he comes to know of 

another Swede who has hanged himself out of the lag of his prolonged stay in Africa, 

the 'Dark' continent. He reaches the Company station to witness a scene of nasty 

·waste full of broken and derelict machines and dying slaves. The accountant of the 

Company, appearing grossly unsuitable in his starched white shirts among a host of 

dirty and emaciated black men and women, informs Marlow of Kurtz describing the 

latter as a very remarkable person. Marlow continues with his journey with a pack of 

sixty natives and one other white man to the heart of the darkness. His way to the 

central station impresses him of the absolute inappropriateness of the European 
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mJSSJon carried on in Africa. After fifteen days of strenuous trekking through 

overgrown roads and signs of unnecessary European brutalities, Marlow reaches the 

central station only to be informed by the Company manager that the boat he is 

supposed to command has sunk to the bottom of the river and that he has to repair it 

first to go further into his mission. The whole boat business takes three months to be 

fixed offering Marlow an occasion to witness a complete display of insanity and 

inhumanity among the European colonialists in Africa. 

Part ll opens with Marlow listening unintentionally to the manager and his 

uncle discussing on Kurtz. It is told that Kurtz is a man of morals and courage. He is 

taken almost as an apogee ofEuropean civilization that has made a good fortune out 

of ivory trade. Their conversation comes to an end as they become conscious of 

Marlow's presence. The repaired boat sets forth on its journey to Kurtz's inner station 

with a mixed crew of white men and two groups of natives through the course of a 

treacherous river that gives Marlow an impression of cruising into the depths of the 

world travelling back in time. The persistent primitiveness of everything around 

begins to disturb Marlow psychically. He feels he is being watched by a sinister, 

brooding presence that is incomprehensible and invisible but can be felt always as an 

impending doom. Upstream, Marlow and his men arrive across a wooden abandoned 

hut on the bank, stacked with firewood. He investigates and finds a book titled, An 

Enquiry into Some Points of Seamanship and advances to the innermost part of the 

Central Congo. Two days later, he is awakened in the early morning on a horribly 

loud and anguished cry and clamour coming out of the dense fog and mists. A deadly 

panic catches on everybody on board as Marlow rightly remains calm and assures 

everybody that the natives of the river bank would not strike pointlessly. Once the fog 

lifts, they start on their sail and arrive at an island on the river at a distance of 

approximately one and a half mile. To pass the island Marlow takes his way through 

a channel which is extremely narrow and the boat almost brushes against the bushes 

on shore. At this point, a group of natives attack them and shower a volley of arrows 

and kills the helmsman ofMarlow. They scatter, however, on the sound ofthe boat's 

whistle and after a while Marlow comes across a white man standing on shore and 

beckoning at them. This man is dressed as a clown, a harlequin, and is the same 
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person of the earlier abandoned hut and the owner ofthe book found by Marlow back 

there. 

The most symbolically loaded portion of the whole narrative is reached now 

as the third part of the story begins with the harlequin's description of his wobbly 

r~lationship with Kurtz. He reports that he knows Kurtz for almost two years and 

depicts Kurtz as having mysterious power over the natives of the locality. It is told 

that Kurtz is adored as a demigod by the natives and he can even kill people without 

any resistance from anybody in these parts of the forest. But Kurtz is in ill health for 

quite some time of late and should be taken away from this savage village of the 

natives as soon as possible. Marlow looks at Kurtz's house in the village and is 

appalled by the hideous fact that the fencing of the house is decorated with human 

skulls on the top of the polls. Then Kurtz appears on a stretcher led by his subject 

natives. The waiting packs of the natives part their gathering d,eferentially to make 

way for Kurtz. Kurtz is lanky and bald and as white as ivory. Marlow hands him over 

the Company orders and returns to the boat. The harlequin gets back to the jungle and 

Marlow watches a magnificently clad native woman appear on the scene. This 

woman is Kurtz's African mistress. At the midnight it is discovered that Kurtz has 

disappeared from the boat. Marlow chases and stops him before he reaches a native 

fireside. He finds the ailing Kurtz crawling on all four on his way to the fire. He 

dissuades the helpless and transformed man arid is finally able to get him back to the 

boat. The next day, as they leave, the natives gather round the shore to see Kurtz for 

the last time. Marlow blows the whistle and everybody rushes back to the jungle in a 

panic, save the magnificent mistress of Kurtz who remains on the shore as long as she 

sees Kurtz on board. Kurtz converses with Marlow on his journey downstream and 

tells him of his plan to marry his Intended back home in Europe. But his physical and 

psychic conditions worsen and one night, while the boat is stopped, he comes into an 

agonizing frenzy, utters his final words, "The horror! The horror!" and dies on board 

(Conrad, 1994: 63). He is buried by the pilgrims. The extreme futility and the bizarre 

experience of the amorphous reality of the dark land make Marlow ill. After a 

considerable stretch of time, returning to Brussels, Marlow comes to the office of the 

Company with Kurtz's papers and documents and learns a lot of the past glory of 

Kurtz's character. It is seen that Kurtz is still regarded as one of the finest European 
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men with imagination and poetic skills among his acquaintances. Marlow meets 

Kurtz's Intended and on being asked about the last words uttered by her lover, he 

intentionally lies. Not being able to utter the heinous truth of Kurtz's degeneration, he 

tells the Intended that it was her name that Kurtz took with his passing breath. The 

effect of the deliberate lie to sustain the myth of European civilization creates a 

gloomy trance over the listeners of Marlow's exotic tale onboard the Nellie. Evening 

sets in as everybody remains silent. Conrad rounds off the tale with another thought 

provoking imagery, leaving Marlow sitting in a posture in silence similar to the "pose 

of a meditating Buddha" (70). 

An overview of the plot provides generous suggestions to Conrad's 

engagement with the travel and adventure narratives of the empire in the second half 

of the 19th century. To understand Conrad's affiliation to the imperial discourse and 

to appreciate, at the same time, his subversive treatment of the same discourse we 

may cast a look upon the biographical elements in Heart of Darkness. It is indeed 

important to indicate that the literary text is not solely a creation of the author but a 

cultural production like its author. Therefore, in our attempt to read the text in the 

context ofthe author's own situations in life and ideology, we may make progress by 

asserting that Heart of Darkness is a novel which parallels closely Conrad's own life 

because some impressions from Conrad's own life can be seen in it. In the novel 

Conrad reflects on his own experiences which he gained before and during his Congo 

trip, through Marlow, the autobiographical hero of Heart of Darkness. 

As Marlow was fascinated, in his boyhood, with the delightful mystery of 

the Congo and is fascinated again with the snake-like Congo when he sees a map of 

the Congo in a bookseller's window in Fleet Street before he is appointed to a 

steamboat for his Congo experience ( 12), Conrad had been fascinated with not only 

the polar regions but also the torrid zones in the world. Such was the appeal of Africa 

that his first friends in the "world of mentality and imagination", he claimed in one of 

his essays, were Mrica and the Mrican explorers: 

And it was Africa, the continent out of which the 

Romans used to say some new thing was always 

coming, that got cleared of the dull imaginary wonders 



of the dark ages, which were replaced by exciting 

spaces of white paper. Regions unknown! My 

imagination could depict to itself these worthy, 

adventurous and devoted men, nibbling at the edges, 

attacking from north and south and east and west, 

conquering a bit of truth here and a bit of truth there, 

and sometimes swallowed up by the mystery their 

hearts were so persistently set on unveiling. (Conrad, 

1924: 13) 
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Marlow, the narrator in Heart of Darkness tells that he was fascinated with Africa 

when he was a child (Conrad, 1994: 11-12). Besides, Conrad's situation and mood 

when he was waiting for the command as captain to the West Indies and New Orleans 

by the Antwerp ship-owners (Walford and Co.) can be attributed to Marlow, who 

says ·at the beginning of the novel: 

'I have a lot of relations living on the Continent, 

because it's cheap and not so nasty as it looks, they 

say.' 

'I am sorry to own I began to worry them. This was 

already a fresh departure for me. I was not used to get 

. things that way, you know. I always went my own road 

and on my own legs where I had a mind to go. I 

wouldn't have believed it of myself; but, then - you 

see - I felt somehow I must get there by hook or by 

crook. So I worried them. The men said "My dear 

fellow," and did nothing. (12) 

Although Conrad had obtained British citizenship, and had been released from 

being a Russian subject, he still needed a visa to go to Poland to see his uncle 

Thaddeus, whose health was uncertain. While he was waiting for the document that 

would permit him to go to Poland, he led a life of leisure which he had grown 

completely unaccustomed to. Meanwhile, Conrad had not given up the idea of going 

back to sea. The memory of the Otago was always in his heart. It is said: "Days and 
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months passed without bringing him the least hope of command" (Jean-Aubry, 1957: 

150). Conrad was, then, in exactly the same situation as Marlow is. Marlow describes 

his search for a job after coming back from the Orient: ~ 

'I had then, as you remember, just returned to London 

after a lot of Indian Ocean, Pacific, China Seas -a 

regular dose of the East -six years or so, and I was 

loafing about, hindering you fellows in your work and 

invading your homes, just as though I had got a 

heavenly mission to civilize you. I was very fine for a 

time, but after a bit I did get tired of resting. Then I 

began to look for a ship -I should think the hardest 

work on earth. But the ships wouldn't even look at 

me ... ' (Conrad, 1994: 11) 

Conrad's and Marlow's situations are similar to each other's in the sense that 

Marlow is summoned by the company hurriedly and Conrad was suddenly appointed 

captain and promised the command of one of the Upper Congo steamboats in 1889. 

Before Conrad came to Brussels to join the ship he was in Lublin where he spent 

forty-eight hours with his Zagorski cousins. He barely had time to go back to London 

to pack his belongings, bought a few articles and returned to Brussels to sign his 

contract. Conrad described his frantic situation and his effort to gather his equipment 

and say goodbye to his friends before leaving for Africa in following words: 

If you only knew the devilish haste I had to make! 

From London to Brussels, and back again to London! 

And then again I dashed full tilt to Brussels! Ifyou had 

only seen all the tin boxes and revolvers, the high 

boots and the tender farewells; just another pair of 

trousers! -and if you knew all the bottles of medicine 

and all the affectionate wishes I took away with me, 

you would understand in what a typhoon, cyclone, 

hurricane, earthquake -no!-in what a universal 

cataclysm, in what a fantastic atmosphere of mixed 



shopping, business, and affecting scenes, I passed two 

whole weeks! (quoted in Jean-Aubry, 1926: 41) 
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This experience of Conrad is reflected in Heart of Darkness through Marlow, the 

protagonist who represents Conrad himself Marlow says about the reasons for the 

company's sudden hurry to engage him as a captain: 

'I got my appointment - of course; and I got it very 

quick. It appears the Company had received news that 

one of their captains had been killed in a scuffle with 

the natives [ ... ] It was only months and months 

afterwards, when I made the attempt to recover what 

was left of the body, that I heard the original quarrel 

arose from a misunderstanding about some hens [ ... ] 

through this glorious affair I got my appointment, 

before I had fairly begun to hope for it. 

'I flew around like mad to get ready, and before forty

eight hours I was crossing the Channel to show myself 

to my employers, and sign the contract. In a very few 

hours I arrived in a city that always makes me think of 

a whited sepulchre [ ... ] I had no difficulty in finding 

. the Company's offices [ ... ] A narrow and deserted 

street in deep shadow, high houses, innumerable 

windows with venetian blinds, a dead silence, grass 

sprouting between the stones. (Conrad, 1994: 13-14) 

And then Marlow gives his unforgettable account of his visit to the Company's 

office. As Jean-Aubry remarks, the details and scenes recounted by Marlow such as 

the women dressed in black, knitting in the outer office like impassive Fates; the 

huge, many-coloured map of Central Africa; the interview with the managing director 

which lasted only a few seconds; the compassionate secretary; the visit to the doctor 

and his aunt are "all extraordinarily vivid and all bearing the imprint of a biting irony 

and at the same time they are nothing but the memory of actuality" ( 195 7: 160). 
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As is known, Marguerite Poradowska was an important figure in Conrad's 

life. In 1890 Conrad visited Mme. Poradowska and her husband Alexander in 

Brussels on his way to the Ukraine. Conrad arrived in Brussels just two days before 

Alexander died. It is known that Conrad and Marguerite were drawn together by this 

tragic event. Marguerite became Conrad's closest correspondent, confidante and 

friend during the next five years. In Heart of Darkness, Marlow describes how he 

desperately sought the assistance of a female relative after he appealed in vain to his 

male friends for help in securing a berth: 

The men said 'My dear fellow,' and did nothing. Then 

-would you believe it? -I tried the women. I, Charlie 

Marlow, set the women to work -to get a job. 

Heavens! Well, you see the notion drove me. I had an 

aunt, a dear enthusiastic soul. She wrote: 'It would be 

delightful. I am ready to do anything, anything for you. 

It is a glorious idea. I know the wife of a very high 

personage in the Administration, and also a man who 

has lots of influence with,' etc. She was determined to 

make no end of fuss to get me appointed skipper of a 

river steamboat. (Conrad, 1994: 12) 

Marlow's female relative's help suggests Marguerite's help for which Conrad 

was deeply grateful. Conrad had the first chance to go to Mrica when he was in 

Brussels after leaving the Ukraine. The event which required his immediate presence 

in the Congo was that the Danish captain of the Otago had been murdered by 

Mricans during a trivial quarrel. Conrad was offered to replace the dead master of the 

Otago. In May 1891, Conrad left Brussels for Africa. He was eager for work in 

Africa but inexperienced. One important point to note here is that Conrad at first 

believed the high-minded propaganda about bringing the benevolent light of 

civilization to the dark continent and that only after he had reached the Congo and 

seen "the brutal exploitation of the resources and the people did he discover the 

disappointing reality" (Meyers, 1991: 96). Conrad wroce in one of his last essays 

about the disparity between his idealized expectations and the disappointing reality of 

his first trip to Africa: 



A great melancholy descended on me. Yes, this was 

the very spot. But there was no shadowy friend to 

stand by my side in the night of the enormous 

wilderness, no great haunting memory, but only the 

unholy recollection of a prosaic newspaper "stunt" and 

the distasteful knowledge of the vilest scramble for 

loot that ever disfigured the history of human 

conscience and geographical exploration. What an end 

to the idealized realities of a boy's daydreams! 

(Conrad, 1924: 1 7) 
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It is evident then that the "idealized" daydreams of the private self meet with 

the shattering and disturbing realities of the public experience and locate Conrad 

narrating between the empire and culture of the age. Heart of Darkness, in most 

respects, appears to be a remarkably faithful transcription of the narrator's cultural 

ambivalence. In the novella Marlow had the feeling of being turned into an 

'impostor'. Marlow observes several dead porters along the trail and say of the 

region: "The population had clearedout a long time ago" (Conrad, 1994: 28). Conrad 

himself went on several of the expeditions as he recorded in his diary and saw three 

African corpses, including "a skeleton tied up to a post, and a youth with a gunshot 

wound in the head" (quoted in Najder, 1978: 13). Marlow remarks that he saw "the 

body of a middle-aged negro, with a bullet-hole in the forehead" (Conrad, 1994: 29). 

The company created by a Belgian financer Albert Thys, the Compagnie du Chemin 

de Fer du Congo, was obliged to send recruiting expeditions farther and farther afield 

to find carriers. Finally, in order to cope with the shortage of labour needed for the 

railways, which was essential to King Leopold's planned economic exploitation of 

the country, Leopold's officials resorted to three solutions: "importing workers from 

other African colonies, putting the Congolese 'criminals' on chain-gangs, and at last 

using forced or slave labour" (Hawkins 1981: 98). Conrad probably saw or heard 

about these colonial affairs and had Marlow say, just before he steps into the "grove 

of death", "they were called criminals, and the outraged law [ ... ] had come to them, 

an insoluble mystery from the sea" (1994: 22-23). 
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Besides his own experiences m the Congo, a British explorer called 

Casement whom "Conrad met on the Lower Congo had a profound impact on 

Conrad's attitude towards the Congo and on his fictional portrayal of his grim 

experience in Africa" (Meyers, 1991: 99). Casement has been described by Meyers as 

"a tall, extremely handsome man, with fine bearing, a muscle and bone thinness, 

wrinkled forehead, face deeply tanned from long tropical service" and "idealistic and 

unselfish" and as a man having "considerable charm, but was also high-strung and 

unstable, subject to periods of intense melancholy and self-pity" (98-99). Conrad 

shared a room with Casement for two weeks and soon became very friendly with him. 

Writing in 1903 to his anti-imperialist friend, Cunninghame Graham, Conrad 

described Casement's careless courage and his habit of travelling unarmed and 

unattended through the dangerous jungle: 

There is a touch of the Conquistador in him too; for 

I've seen him start off into an unspeakable wilderness 

swinging a crookhandled stick for all weapons, with 

two bulldogs [ ... ] and a Loanda boy carrying a bundle 

for all company. A few months afterwards it so 

happened that I saw him come out again, a little leaner, 

a little browner, with his stick, dogs, and Loanda boy, 

and quietly serene as though he had been for a stroll in 

park[ ... ] He could tell you things! Things I've tried to 

forget; things I never did know. (99) 

Conrad's account of Casement's serene stroll through the "unspeakable 

wilderness" may suggest that Casement may have been the model for "the elusive and 

inexplicable Russian in motley" in Heart of Darkness (99). Casement reported in his 

Congo Diary (1903), a long factual document, the atrocities committed upon what 

Casement himself called "the poor, the naked, the fugitive, the hunted, the tortured, 

the dying men and women ofthe Congo" (1959: 96). The facts written in Casement's 

diary include details of the inhuman atrocities committed by the colonialists on the 

Mricans who were bound with thongs that contracted in i:he rain and cut to the bone; 

had their swollen hands beaten with rifle butts until they fell off; as chained slaves 

were forced to drink the white man's defecations; were lined up behind each other 
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and shot with one cartridge, and so on. Casement also gives an anecdote in the diary 

about a boy who described to Casement how he was wounded during a raid on his 

village: "He fell down, presumably insensible, but came to his senses while his hand 

was being hacked off at the wrist. I asked him how it was he could possibly lie silent 

and give no sign. He answered that he felt the cutting, but was afraid to move, 

knowing that he would be killed, if he showed any sign oflife" (164). 

Casement's investigation stood as one of the great humanitarian 

achievements and helped to extinguish the cruel and exploitative colonialism in the 

Congo. "Through Casement's revelations of the atrocities, the Congo Reform 

Association forced King Leopold II to surrender his personal ownership of the 

Congo" (Meyers, 1991: 1 00). One significant point to note here is that from 1865 till 

1908 the Congo was not a possession of the state ofBelgium but the private property 

of King Leopold II. Casement was an important figure taking an active role in the 

creation ofthe Congo Reform Association. "Through Casement's triumph, the Congo 

became a colony ofBelgium" (96). 

Casement's Congo Diary substantiates the accuracy of the conditions 

described in Heart of Darkness as the latter stands in a dialogic relationship with the 

former one. Conrad, like Casement, was one ofthe first men to question the Western 

notion of progress, to attack the hypocritical justification of colonialism and to reveal 

in documentary form the savage degradation of the white man in Africa. The 

conditions described in Conrad's text such as the chained gangs, the grove of death, 

the payment in brass rods, subtle and obscure references to cannibalism and the 

human skulls on the fence posts are similar to the conditions described by Casement 

in his Congo Diary. Meyers points out that Casement himself confirmed that Conrad 

did not exaggerate or invent the horrors that provided the political and humanitarian 

basis for his attack on colonialism (101). Therefore Conrad's text may be read in 

·terms of the scenes depicting the white man's atrocious acts upon the natives in 

Africa and may be studied to prove the idea that Conrad having been affected by the 

real situation of the natives, reflected their condition; and his text was nourished by 

his own experiences in the Congo. Besides, because Casement's Congo Diary gives 

facts about the condition of the natives, it would be appropriate to compare the scenes 

in both Casement's and Conrad's texts to show how far Conrad reflected the real 
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condition of the natives. In his text Casement reported that in Coqilhatville, a native 

settlement half-way between Kinchassa and Stanley Falls, "two men were chained 

together and made to carry heavy loads of bricks and water, and were frequently 

beaten by the soldiers in charge ofthem" (1959: 190). Marlow describes the chained 

slaves he saw when they were building a railway: 

A slight clinking behind me made me turn my head. 

Six black men advanced in a file, toiling up the path. 

They walked erect and slow, balancing small baskets 

full of earth on their heads, and the clink kept time 

with their footsteps. Black rags were wound round 

their loins, and the short ends behind waggled to and 

fro like tails. I could see every rib, the joints of their 

limbs were like knots in a rope; each had an iron color 

on his neck, and all were connected together with a 

chain whose bights swung between them, rhythmically 

clinking. (Conrad, 1994: 22) 

Casement also reported that many Africans including chiefs died in their 

chains. ln a grove of death similar to that in Conrad's text, Casement found 

"seventeen sleeping sickness patients, male and female, lying about in the utmost 

dirt" and "Most of them were lying on the bare ground- several out in the pathway in 

front ofthe houses, and one, a woman, had fallen into the fire" (1959: 100). 

In the novel Marlow's starving African crew are paid in brass rods instead of 

money or even food. Marlow states that "the theory was they were to buy their 

provisions with that currency in river-side villages" (Conrad, 1994: 3 7). But the 

theory does not work and Marlow ironically says, "[Unless] they swallowed the wire 

itself, or made loops of it to snare the fishes with, I don't see what good their 

extravagant salary could be to them" (3 7). A similar scene can be found in 

Casement's report: "In most parts of the Upper Congo the recognized currency 

consists of lengths varying according to the district. [ ... ] Such as it is, clumsy and 

dirty, this is the principal form of currency known on the Upper Congo" (1959: 104). 
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Cannibalism was a common point m most of the documents of the 19th 

century European explorers narrating their expenences of Africa. Casement 

authenticated incidents of mercenary soldiers who "took a woman and cut her throat, 

and divided her and ate her" ( 152). Although Marlow did not witness any 

cannibalism in the Congo, he was horrified with the idea of eating human flesh. He 

narrates: 

Their headman, [ ... ] stood near me. "Aha!" I said, just 

for the good fellowship's sake. "Catch 'im," he 

snapped, with a bloodshot widening of his eyes and a 

flash of sharp teeth- "catch 'im. Give 'im to us." "To 

you, eh?" I asked; "what would you do with them?" 

"Eat 'im!" he said [ ... ] I would no doubt have been 

properly horrified, had it not occurred to me that he 

and his chaps must be very hungry. (Conrad, 1994: 

36-37) 

It is true that Conrad has never depicted any explicit act of cannibalism in Heart of 

Darkness. But he addresses the issue and keeps the reader guessing always as he 

eventually indicates to the reactions of a part of the natives onboard. In due course, 

when the helmsman of Marlow's steamer is shot dead by the arrows of some 

attacking group a sharp difference of attitude is suggested by Marlow in the pilgrims 

and the other group of natives onboard. Marlow drops the dead body ofthe helmsman 

into the river and narrates: 

All the pilgrims and the manager were then 

congregated on the awning- deck about the pilothouse, 

chattering at each other like a flock of excited magpies, 

and there was a scandalized murmur at my heartless 

promptitude. What they wanted to keep that body 

hanging about for I can't guess. Embalm it, may be. 

But I had also heard another, and a very ominous, 

murmur on the deck below. My friends the 

woodcutters were likewise scandalized, and with a 



better show of reason - though I admit that the reason 

itself was quite inadmissible. Oh, quite! I had made up 

my mind that if my late helmsman was to be eaten, the 

fishes alone should have him. He had been a very 

second- rate helmsman while alive, but now he was 

dead he might have become a first - class temptation, 

and possibly cause some startling trouble. (46-47) 
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Marlow, as an agent of enlightened West, does not allow the woodcutters to 

cause "some startling trouble", but also does not rule out the possibility of cannibal 

practices in Africa altogether. Conrad criticizes the empire's representation of Africa 

as a morally degraded dark country. At the same time he follows the matching 

imperial culture of writing Mrica in suggestive and symbolical terms of darkness, 

degeneracy and abominable practices. The scene in which Marlow is horrified to see 

human skulls decorating Kurtz's fence, is similar to the scene in which Casement was 

shocked seeing the skulls "lying about in the grass surrounding the post, which is 

built on the site of several large towns, human bones, skulls and in some cases 

complete skeletons" (quoted in Singleton-Gates and Girodias, 1959: 118). In 

Marlow's case, although Kurtz was satisfied with the skulls only, the scene is 

terrifying enough when Marlow comes to understand that the things on the posts are 

shrunken human skulls: 

I had suddenly a nearer view, and its first result was to 

make me throw my head back as if before a blow. 

Then I went carefully from post to post with my glass, 

and I saw my mistake. These round knobs were not 

ornamental but symbolic; they were expressive and 

puzzling, striking and disturbing [ ... ] They would have 

been even more impressive, those heads on the stakes, 

if their faces had not been turned to the house. Only 

one, the first I had made out, was facing my way [ ... ] I 

returned deliberately to the first I had seen -and there 

it was, black, dried, sunken, with closed eyelids -a 

head that seemed to sleep at the top of that pole, and, 



with the shrunken dry lips showing a narrow white line 

of teeth, was smiling, too, smiling continuously at 

some endless and jocose drea.m. of;Jhat etemal slumber. 

(Conrad, 1994: 52) 
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Casement reported on the fanatical and unscrupulous Europeans taking the 

ivory trade entirely from the hands of the natives of the Upper Congo. He wrote: 

"The praiseworthy official would be he whose district yielded the best and biggest 

supply of the commodity; and, succeeding in this, the means whereby he brought 

about the enhanced value of that yield would not, it may be believed, be too closely 

scrutinized" (quoted in Singleton-Gates and Girodias, 1959: 110). Europeans in 

Casement's report are prototypes of Kurtz in Heart of Darkness. It is generally 

accepted that Kurtz embodies the unscrupulous European in Africa looting the ivory 

and exploiting the natives there. As already indicated, most of the facts reported by 

Casement in his text are reflected in one way or another in Heart of Darkness. Conrad 

questions the value ofEuropean civilization in his text as Casement did in his diary. It 

is observed that during" ... his Congo experience~ Conrad had an encounter with a man 

Camille Delcommune in Kinchassa. Delcommune was the Societe Beige's manager. 

Marlow's encounter with the manager in Heart of Darkness parallels Conrad's 

"contentious encounter" with Delcommune (Meyers, 1991: 102). Marlow recounts in 

Heart of Darkness: 

My first interview with the manager was curious. He 

did not ask me to sit down after my twenty-mile walk 

that morning. He was commonplace in complexion, in 

feature, in manners, and in voice. He was of middle 

size and of ordinary build. His eyes, of the usual blue, 

were perhaps remarkably cold, and he certainly could 

make his glance fall on one as trenchant and heavy as 

an axe. (Conrad, 1994: 27) 

During his very first encounter with Delcommune, Conrad was criticised by 

the impatient and irritated Delcommune for taking so long on his journey from 

Matadi and was informed that the Florida, which Conrad was supposed to command, 
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had been damaged on the river and needed extensive repairs in Kinchassa. And then, 

thinking that Conrad had to learn to navigate the swift and ever-changing river, 

Delcommune assigned him to the Roi des Belges, whose "young Danish captain 

Ludwig Koch had been ill. During the voyage to Stanley Falls, in the ship there was a 

Belgian mechanic, the ailing Koch and four passengers including Delcommune. The 

crew of thirty Mricans included a number of cannibals" (Meyers, 1991: 104) 

Likewise, Conrad raises the issue of cannibalism covertly in narrating Marlow's 

fictional journey. He, indeed, endeavours to explain the behaviour and words of the 

woodcutters on the steamer from a liberal humanist standpoint (Conrad, 1994: 37-38), 

but invariably and repetitively harps on the same issue of cannibalism in the text ( 46). 

The purpose of the voyage of the Roi des Belges from Kinchassa to Stanley 

Falls was to relieve one of the company's agents at the Stanley Falls. "The 

commercial agent's health caused a great anxiety. He died due to his illness and was 

buried at Bolobo by the ship's company" (Jean-Aubry, 1957: 169-170). His name 

was Georges-Antoine Klein. Jean-Aubry argues that this dying agent was turned into 

the "abominable hero" of Heart of Darkness, Kurtz, who actually had a similar name 

(170). It is interesting to note that the word 'klein' in German means 'little' in 

English, and 'kurtz' in German means 'short' in English. It has also been argued by 

Meyers that though Klein was clearly a model for Kurtz, his life did not match the 

sensational aspects of Kurtz's career and that Corirad was inspired by another real 

character, Arthur Hodister, who had been tortured as Kurtz had tortured others. A part 

of a report from The Times, dated December 8, 1892 says that "Hodister and his 

comrades were seized and put to death, and their heads were stuck on poles and their 

bodies eaten" (Meyers, 1991 : 104 ). 

Conrad's attitude toward the colonial enterprise and the impressions of his 

bad experiences on him can be seen in one of his letters to Mme. Poradowska written 

two days after he came back from Stanley Falls. Conrad says in his letter dated 

September 26, 1890: 

My days here are dreary. There is no doubt about it. I 

decidedly regret having come here: indeed, I regret it 

bitterly. Everything here repels me. Men and things, 



but especially the men. And I repel them, too. From the 

manager in Africa -who has taken the trouble of telling 

a lot of people that he can't stand me, d0wn to the 

lowest mechanic -they all have the gift of getting on 

my nerves[ ... ] The manager is a common ivory-dealer 

with sordid instincts who considers himself a trader 

when he is nothing but a kind of Mrican shopkeeper. 

His name is Delcommune. He hates the English, and of 

.. course I am regarded here as an Englishman. (Karl and 

Laurence, 1983: 62-63) 
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However, Conrad saw his revealingly disorienting Congo experience as the turning 

point of his ideological development to an issue like imperialism. In a letter to 

Edward Garnett, he wrote: "[B]efore the Congo, I was a perfect animal. I see 

everything with such despondency- all in black" (Sherry, 1972: 63). After the Congo 

experience, Conrad's new insights into the nature of evil turned his innate pessimism 

into a tragic vision regarding the real nature of the missionary creed of the empire. It 

is therefore evident that the essence of the tragic vision in Heart of Darkness is 

Conrad's own experiences in the Congo, which enabled Conrad to transform a tragic 

vision into literature. Conrad ideologically subverts the cultural discourse of the 

empire in the novel while essentially defending the imperial idea of Mrica as a dark 

continent, a continent which is unable to narrate itself in direct terms and therefore 

must be presented symbolically through impressions. 

At the end of this contextual study containing the relationship between Heart 

of Darkness and the autobiographical elements, we have seen that Conrad's own 

experiences provided himself with the material from which he created Heart of 

Darkness. Yet he relates his own experiences in the Congo as an officer on a 

·Merchant Marine to his unremitting concern with how to live in a rapidly changing 

world, a world dominated by imperialism and colonialism. Therefore, it can be said 

that Heart of Darkness is a text which at once takes in a range of settings and 

problems while remaining focused on individual experience of, and response to 

colonialism. Thus the novel can be regarded as a meditation on colonialism and 

imperialism in which evil and the thin line between civilization and barbarism get 
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represented in the figure of Kurtz. Additionally, Conrad used his own experiences in 

the text not simply because he was only interested in how life treated him and how he 

reacted to this treatment but because he wished to allow his readers to use the same 

characters and incidents to make a sense of their own real world. So it can be said that 

the importance of Conrad's experiences reflected in the novel can be recognized well 

if they are related with the themes of the novel. Though there are many themes that 

run through the novel, two major themes, restraint and man's journey into self, can be 

considered the significant ones. It is restraint by which Marlow is saved, and, by the 

lack of which Kurtz is doomed. Another theme in the novel is that the real darkness is 

in man's heart. Despite its autobiographical quality, the novel attracts the attention of 

the modern readers because the idea given in the novel is closely allied to the real 

world as we experience it. The following part of this chapter is an attempt to read 

Heart of Darkness in its social, cultural and political contexts. 

Postcolonial studies worldwide maintain the fundamental premise that a 

cultural text is inseparable from the social and political contexts in which they are 

embedded. They regard all written texts as the products of social, cultural and 

political forces, not solely the creation of an individual author, and accept that texts 

reflect and engage with the prevailing values and ideologies of their own time. 

Consequently, it can be assumed that all texts, all documents are recognized as the 

representations of the beliefs, values and forms of power circulating in a society at a 

given time in specific circumstances, and therefore all texts of a given time are in 

some ways interconnecting and interactive. In short, all material documentations are 

the representations of the essential features of a society that produces them. One of 

the most common methods used in culture studies is to situate literary texts in relation 

to other texts of the same period, and to construct a kind of dialogue between wide 

ranges of texts. To perform such a reading in relation to Heart of Darkness would 

reveal that it was deeply embedded in the values and debates of the contemporary 

imperial society. As Heart of Darkness is concerned with such issues as imperialism 

and colonialism, other kinds of texts which will be read alongside the novel have 

been chosen among those concerning the same issues. Following Montrose's method 

of "the historicity of text and the textuality of history", the role of historical contexts 

in interpreting Conrad's Heart of Darkness can be explored to show that the novel 
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was embedded in a specific social and cultural context, and that all our knowledge 

and understanding of the past - in this case, our knowledge and understanding of 

imperialism and colonialism - could only exist through the surviving textual traces 

about imperialism and colonialism (1986: 304). Following Foucault's method of 

discursive analysis, we can read a literary text with other non-literary texts to see how 

the literary text connects with other texts. In the case of Heart of Darkness, we can 

read the novel to see how it connects with non-literary texts and how the textuality of 

history forms a kind of discursive fabric and how these various texts interacted with 

each other to produce a discourse of colonialism. As is known, Foucault brought to 

the discipline of literary studies an emphasis on the function and condition of texts 

within a network of power relations. Following Foucault, the school of postcolonial 

studies examine how literature plays a part in constructing a society's sense of itself. 

They focus on how literary texts dialogue with other texts in a particular period to 

con~truct and shape the power relations of that society. Heart of Darkness might thus 

be seen to represent and reflect the ideologies of colonialism, a reading which could 

be reinforced by comparing the views expressed in Conrad's text with such 

colonialist writings as Henry M. Stanley's Through the Dark Continent (1878), J. A. 

Froude's English in the West Indies (1888) and Mary Kingsley's Travels in West 

Africa (1897). All of these texts were written and circulated during the colonial 

expansion of England and together they form a powerful set of colonial 

representations and stereotypes. It is an assumption of culture criticism, especially in 

relation to the concept of empire, that the similarities between such various texts form 

a discourse, which inevitably shapes and determines the views, values and actions of 

the society and culture in which it is fostered. 

In other words, Conrad's text can be read with the other texts written in the 

same period. Such a reading would be a kind of intertextual criticism through which 

we can see the ways in which Heart of Darkness, and texts of history and travel 

narratives, at certain moments and under specific conditions, intersect with each other 

to form a discourse of colonialism. Through such an intertextual reading, we can 

recognize that Heart of Darkness, though having a more complex form and structure 

than other texts, is in circulation with certain texts of history and travel narratives, 

and that their analyses construct a model of how discourses were performed in a 
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particular period of time. Such a reading of Heart of Darkness would reveal the 

connections between seemingly disparate texts and we can also see that both Heart of 

Darkness and other non-literary texts chosen constitute the discourse of European 

representation of the African and even the idea of Mrica as such. In this sense, Henry 

M. Stanley's Through the Dark Continent, Froude's English in the West Indies and 

Kingsley's Travels in West Africa can be read alongside Heart of Darkness, which is 

a part of a discourse representing the African in relation to European forms. There are 

striking resemblances between Conrad's Heart of Darkness and Stanley's Through 

the Dark Continent. When, in Heart of Darkness, Marlow notes that the vast blank 

spaces on his boyhood maps of Mrica had since been filled in with rivers and lakes 

(Conrad, 1994: 11 ), it is the work of Stanley and others to which Marlow is referring 

(Brannigan, 1998: 142). Stanley's narrative tells the story of his quest to discover the 

source of the River Congo, and to map central Africa more comprehensively. Stanley, 

in this sense, may be considered as Marlow's precursor because, Stanley, like 

Marlow, who is drawn to the snake-like Congo River, was drawn to the same blank 

spaces which occupied the place of Central Africa on his maps. Stanley recalls a 

conversation with his companion on December 1876: 

Now look at this, the latest chart which Europeans 

have drawn of this region. lt is a blank, perfectly white 

[ ... ]this enormous void is about to be filled up. Blank 

as it is, it has a singular fascination for me. Never has 

white paper possessed such a charm for me as this has, 

and I have already mentally peopled it, filled it with 

most wonderful pictures of towns, villages, rivers, 

countries, and tribes - all in the imagination - and I am 

burning to see whether I am correct or not'. (Stanley, 

vol. II, 1988: 152) 

It is clear that for Stanley, as it is for Marlow, Mrica is a blank space to be occupied 

and filled in, and even the present inhabitants and occupiers ofthat land are imagined, 

'mentally peopled', in Europe. The Mrican natives cannot be known in their own 

presence, as living beings with their own cultures and systems of representations. 

They must always have been the projection of the European imagination, always 
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contained within the European system of representations. To Stanley, Africa is what 

must be occupied, simply because the European map of the world denotes Africa as 

an absence, as a blank space, as an anomalous void which awaits its place in the 

grand order of civilization. Another similarity between Heart of Darkness and 

Through the Dark Continent is that Africa is represented as 'the dark continent' in 

both of them. Marlow calls Africa "one of the dark places of the earth" (Conrad, 

1994: 7). Stanley's Africa is the heart of darkness, represented as "the dark continent" 

(Stanley, vol. I, 1988: 54). 

There are also some surprising correspondences and startling resemblances 

between Froude's and Kingsley's travel narratives and Conrad's text. Both Froude 

and Kingsley explained to their English readers the cultural practices and social 

customs of the tribes whom they encountered on their colonial journeys. Froude 

reported in The English in the West Indies that the West Indians were an inferior race 

and that their civilization was old-fashioned. He wrote: "Evidently they belonged to a 

race far inferior to the Zulus and Caffres, whom I had known in South Africa. They 

were more coarsely formed in limb and feature. They would have been slaves in their 

own country if they had not been brought to ours, and at the worst had lost nothing by 

the change" (Froude, 1984: 112). 

It is clear that Froude conceived of the 'Western civilization and the natives' 

in his western perspective. Froude's narrative contains the natives living in the West 

Indian islands as the objects of study and he himself as the subject, observing and 

scrutinizing the natives. In other words, while the natives remain as the objects, the 

European author displays his own mastery in the act of disclosing information, 

knowledge and interpretation about the social life of the natives living in the Antilles. 

Froude reinforces the absolute difference between the European "us" and the native 

"them". Froude' s text is thus based on the differences between "us" and "the other". 

· Froude also justifies the colonial enterprise of the British, claiming that the natives 

"would have been slaves in their own country if they had not been brought to ours 

[the British's]" (112). He did not hesitate to call the natives "her Majesty's black 

subjects" ( 113 ). In this sense, Froude' s text replicates the ideology of colonialism 

because in the text, he clearly shows that without the direction of the European white, 

the towns in the West Indies could not have reached an advanced and civilized 
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position. It is evident that Froude was pleased to see St V.incent under the dominion 

of the British power as he wrote that the town "looked pretty well to do" and 

reminded him "of towns in Norway", which is a Europear£. country (113). In this 

sense, the text deems it impossible for the Negro to become civilized without the 

European. Froude also saw the Europeans as more civilized than the natives, hence, 

deserving to instruct and direct the natives. Mary Kingsley's Travels in West Africa, 

like Froude' s English in the West Indies, is a part of the European colonial discourse. 

The text contains Kingsley's account of her travel experiences in West Africa. She 

also explained to her English readers the cultural practices and social customs of the 

tribes she had encountered on her journeys. Kingsley wrote: 

To my taste there is nothing so fascinating as spending 

a night out in an Mrican forest, or plantation; but I beg 

you to note I do not advise anyone to follow the 

practice. Nor indeed do I recommend African forest 

life to anyone. Unless you are interested in it and fall 

under its charm, it is the most awful life in death 

imaginable. It is like being shut up in a library whose 

books you cannot read, all the while tormented, 

terrified and bored. And if you do fall under its spell, it 

takes all the colour out of other kinds of living. Still it 

is good for a man to have an experience of it, whether 

he likes it or not, for it teaches you how very 

dependent you have been, during your previous life, on 

the familiarity of those conditions you have been 

brought up among, and on your fellow citizens; 

moreover it takes the conceit out of you pretty 

thoroughly during the days you spend stupidly 

stumbling about among your new surroundings. ( 1993: 

33-34) 

In this passage, Kingsley advises her readers against spending a night in an 

African forest because to a European the forest is inscrutable like "books you cannot 

read". Yet, she finds the African forest charming because she is a European; in other 
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words, as a European narrator Kingsley falls under "the charm" of the African forest 

and finds it to her taste. As a careful observer of the African culture, she seems to be 

celebrating the joys of life in Africa becaus.e life, like everything else African, is 

different from what is European. In this sense, Kingsley's narrative distinguishes 

between what is European and what is African. Thus it can be said that, as Brannigan 

points out, "the basis for European colonization of Africa lies in this absolute 

difference between the civilized European and the savage, inscrutable African" 

(1998: 134). Kingsley's text can be recognized as a part of the European colonial 

discourse in that it is based on the difference between the white and the African. 

Kingsley reinforces the absolute difference between the European "us" and the 

African "them" when she advises readers who wish to follow in her footsteps of 

useful ethnological studies, and of the differences which 'we' can expect to find 

between "us" and "them", between the so called advanced culture ofthe West and the 

primitive culture ofthe colonies: 

They are not dreamers, or poets, and you will observe, 

and I hope observe closely - for to my mind this is the 

most important difference between their make of mind 

and our own - that they are notably deficient in all 

mechanical arts: they have never made, unless under 

white direction and instruction, a single fourteenth-rate 

piece of cloth, pottery, a tool or machine, house, road, 

bridge, picture or statue; that a written language of 

their own construction they none of them possess. 

(1993: 165) 

In this passage, the West African tribes are represented without any touch of 

compassion. Brannigan suggests that in the imperial records like these, "they" are the 

· Africans, and "you" or "we" are the whites (Brannigan, 1998: 136). He further 

clarifies that such texts not only banish the African from a position of knowledge or 

mastery over his/her own culture but excludes all non-white people from the 

possibility of even reading this narrative ( 136). The narrative also attributes a state of 

absolute savageness to the African existence and reduces all his chances of achieving 

civilization to nothingness. Africa is made waiting for the redeeming touch of the 
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West, especially the Western empire, to build up its own culture. He observes: "The 

function of Kingsley's narrative seems to know the natives so as to control them" 

(136). It is clear that Kingsley's narrative, like Froude's travelogue, replicates the 

ideology of colonialism. 

Both Kingsley and Conrad's Marlow are journeying towards a dark centre in 

the heart of Mrica, and then returning to the safety of home. In these three texts, the 

natives are inscrutable, and yet must be scrutinized and known. For Marlow, such 

places as South America, Africa and Australia are the places which must be 

scrutinized. He expresses his wish to know these places as such: 

When I was a little chap I had a passion for maps. I 

would look for hours at South America, or Africa, or 

Australia, and lose myself in all the glories of 

exploration. At that time there were many blank spaces 

on the earth [ ... ] I would put finger on it and say, 

When I grow up I will go there [ ... ] I have been in 

some of them, and well, [ ... ]we won't talk about that. 

But there was one yet - the biggest, the most blank, so 

to speak- that I had a hankering after. (Conrad, 1994: 

11) 

It is told that Africa and the Congo River are the most charming things of life for 

Marlow: "It had become a place of darkness. But there was in it one river especially, 

a mighty big river, that you could see on the map, resembling an immense snake 

uncoiled, with its head in the sea, its body at rest curving afar over a vast country, and 

its tail lost in the depths of the land[ ... ] The snake had charmed me" (11-12). 

In Froude's, Kingsley's and Conrad's texts colonization is redeemed by an 

ideal of order, efficiency and civilization brought by the white ruler and stamped 

indelibly on the native. According to Marlow, Kurtz is a powerful symbol of that 

order, efficiency and civilization because he is at once the most effective instrument 

of European colonization and an enigma which cannot be understood in Europe. As 

Chief of the Inner Station, Kurtz ensures that the ivory trade for which he is 

responsible is more productive than in any other region. Marlow is told by the 
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Company's chief accountant that Kurtz "was a first-class agent", "he is a very 

remarkable person" and that Kurtz "was at present in charge of a trading post, a very 

important one, in the true ivory-country, at the very bottom of there. Sends in as 

much ivory as all the others put together ... " (27). But Kurtz's methods are brutal. He 

stamps his authority through violence on the native population. Again Marlow is told 

that the natives do not want Kurtz to leave. Kurtz is identical, in surprising 

consistency, to Kingsley's description ofMary Slessor in Old Calabar: 

This very wonderful lady has been eighteen years in 

Calabar; for the last six or seven living entirely alone, 

as far as white folks go, in a clearing in the forest near 

to one of the principal villages of the Okyon district, 

and ruling as a veritable white chief over the entire 

Okyon district. Her great abilities, both physical and 

intellectual, have given her among the savage tribe a 

unique position, and won her, from white and black 

who know her, a profound esteem. Her knowledge of 

the native, his language, his ways of thought, his 

diseases, his difficulties, and all that is his, is 

extraordinary, and the amount of good she has done, 

no man can fully estimate. Okyon, when she went 

there alone - living in the native houses while she 

built, with the assistance of the natives, her present 

house - was a district regarded with fear by the Duke 

and Creek Town natives, and practically unknown to 

Europeans. It was given, as most of the surrounding 

districts still are, to killing at funerals, ordeal by 

poison, and perpetual internecine wars. Many of these 

evil customs she has stamped out and Okyon rarely 

gives trouble to its nominal rulers, the Consuls in Old 

Calabar, and trade passes freely through it down to the 

sea-ports. (Kingsley, 1993: 19) 
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Kurtz also rules like "a veritable white chief', and seems to have both 

suppressed the native population and earned their respectful submission. Kurtz's 

disciples live under the spell of Kurtz, whom they consider to be the supreme being 

of colonial progress, their "acknowledged master" (Darras, 1991:83). When Marlow 

asks whether "Kurtz got the tribe to follow him", he is answered: "They adored him" 

(Conrad, 1994: 80). Later on, when Marlow sees the skulls on the posts in front of the 

Inner Station, he is told by one of the admirers of Kurtz that he (the admirer) "had not 

dared to take these - say, symbols - down. He was not afraid of the natives; they 

would not stir till Mr Kurtz gave the word. His ascendancy was extraordinary" (83). 

Kingsley does not tell us with what methods Mary Slessor has turned an area 

"practically unknown" to Europeans into an area over which she has a great deal of 

control. Likewise how Slessor has stamped out the local customs and wars is not 

revealed. Just as Kingsley thinks of Slessor as 'wonderful', Marlow comes to admire 

Kurtz, although his admiration is constructed from the fragments he learns about 

Kurtz on his journey up the Congo. Like Kingsley too, he never reveals much about 

Kurtz's methods other than the mention of extermination ( 45) and his lack of restraint 

(52). Thus it can be said that the shrunken heads of natives on poles at the Inner 

Station is the evidence of Kurtz's stamp of authority, and are apt reminders that the 

liberal discourse of civilizing the native, instructing him in European ways, is 

inseparable from the violence used to achieve order, efficiency and civilization 

(Brannigan, 1998: 138). 

In fact, Conrad's text and historical writings of the time - some extracts of 

which have already been discussed above -which belong to the same discursive field 

may also be read as parts of the system of European representation of the colonized. 

It can be observed that in all ofthese texts the subversive potential of the native view 

of colonialism is never possible because every time the native appears in that system 

of representation, it becomes a projection of the colonizing white man, and the native 

is always the fantasy or the nightmare of the colonizer; and therefore these texts 

always reflect how the colonizer is feeling and thinking. In Heart of Darkness, too, 

the African is reflected from the view of Marlow, who is a European. Therefore, we 

can say that the native is represented always within the discourse of European 

colonialism. The native and his/her views, life, pain or joy, are always represented by 
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the European, in a European book and by a European voice. The value of the 

European mode of representation is evident in Heart of Darkness when Marlow 

encounters a book, An Inquiry into Some Points of Seamanship, in a deserted hut on 

his journey up the Congo: 

I handled this amazmg antiquity with the greatest 

possible tenderness, lest it should dissolve in my 

hands. [ ... ] there a singleness of intention, an honest 

concern for the right way of going to work, which 

made these humble pages, thought out so many years 

ago, luminous with other than a professional light. The 

simple old sailor, with his talk of chains and purchases, 

made me forget the jungle and the pilgrims in a 

delicious sensation of having come upon something 

unmistakably real. (Conrad, 1994: 54) 

It is visible that here Marlow associates the value of honesty, simplicity, originality 

and exactitude with the book of an English sailor and notices how the book makes 

him forget what must be the illusion or fiction of Mrica and the Mrican when he is 

absorbed in the unmistakable reality of the book. The book represents European 

discourse, and as such is the only reality. Africa remains a mere fictional projection 

of a European fantasy in which Europe is the only truth, the only reality. 

It should also be noted that in Heart of Darkness, Marlow's journey into the 

heart of Mrica is narrated at a dockside in Gravesend; in other words, Marlow 

narrates his story about Africa and African natives through his western perspective to 

English audiences. Likewise, Conrad's Heart of Darkness was written for English 

readers. It permits no other voice or point of observation than that of the colonizer. It 

is this aspect of the novel that makes it an imperialist discourse. Concerning this 

matter Said writes in Culture and Imperialism (1993): "Heart of Darkness works so 

effectively because its politics and aesthetics are, so to speak, imperialist, which in 

the closing years of the nineteenth century seemed to be at the same time an aesthetic, 

politics, and even epistemology inevitable and unavoidable" (1994: 26). 
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Froude, Kingsley, Stanley, Seeley, Hobson all wrote with English readers in 

mind. The events and characters in each of these discourses and Heart of Darkness 

are always the objects of European discourse of colonialism. Finally, it can be said 

that such a postcolonial reading of Heart of Darkness has enabled us to locate the text 

in the complex system of power relations and cultural representations which compose 

the discourse of colonialism and to see how the text is, in fact, in complicity with the 

European discourse of colonial control. 

But the scope of a mutually opposite trend also unquestionably emerges at 

this point if we try to analyze the anti- imperialist critical agenda of Conrad with 

reference to the destiny of the central enigma of cultural sanctity in Heart of 

Darkness. One important thing to note here is that there is a possible subversion of 

European colonial discourse in Heart of Darkness. As it is known, Conrad was 

writing at a time of expanding colonization, a period when imperial activities were 

more celebrated than questioned. Though written during the expansion of 

imperialism, Heart of Darkness contains definite subversive attempts to view 

imperialism and colonialism. Throughout the novel, we can find the implications of 

this subversion to show that Conrad did not see the events in the same way as the 

majority of the British, or indeed western Europeans were habituated to see 

otherwise. While such cultural artefacts as historical writings and travel narratives 

reflected and supported the ideological assumptions behind the idea of empire and the 

glories of imperial adventure, Heart of Darkness involves a different perspective 

from these concepts that were taken for granted and that permeated the attitudes of 

historians and the writers of travel narratives because Conrad had personal experience 

of what Europeans were actually doing to Africa and of what the dark continent did to 

them. In order to create this new perception, as Spittles points out, "Conrad needed a 

different form, a novel that required the reader to actively think about rather than just 

passively accept the text" (1992: 63). Conrad himself detached his novel from the 

other cultural artefacts whose function is just to reflect reality. In his "Preface" to one 

of his earlier short novels, The Nigger of the "Narcissus", Conrad had declared a 

manifesto concerning the function ofhis novels: 

My task which I am trying to achieve is, by the power 

of the written word to make you hear, to make you feel 



- it is, before all to make you see. That - and no more, 

and it is everything. If I succeed, you shall find there 

according to your deserts: encouragement, consolation, 

fear, charm - all you demand - and, perhaps, also that 

glimpse of truth for which you have forgotten to ask. 

(1957: x) 
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Conrad emphasizes here that he is not referring merely to physical sight, or to the 

visualising of scenes in literature imaginatively but that he is using the word in the 

sense also of comprehending, of understanding, and of perceiving, by making us 

"see". In his opinion, the novel should render a new different challenging perception 

of the world. For this reason, in Heart of Darkness, Conrad makes his anonymous 

narrator, who retails Marlow's tale say that his story will not be of the conventional 

sort that other storytellers provide. The novel contains a new kind of content which 

requires a different form of expression: 

The yarns of seamen have a direct simplicity the whole 

meaning of which lies within the shell of a cracked nut. 

But Marlow was not typical [ ... ] and to him the 

meaning of an episode was not inside like a kernel but 

outside, enveloping the tale which brought it out only 

as a glow brings out a haze, in the likeness of one of 

these misty halos that sometimes are made visible by 

the spectral illumination of moonshine. (Conrad, 1994: 

8) 

The statement indicates that the form of the novel is part of the meaning and has to be 

understood as well as the events described. A new form is necessary because the 

novel is not a mere reflection of a tangible and known reality, but an exploration of 

different types of realities. This concept is maintained in the text by the shifting ideas 

of dream, nightmare and palpable reality, which are reinforced by images oflight and 

dark. For instance, Marlow's experiences in Africa are a "choice of nightmares" 

among "greedy phantoms" (65). Once he has returned to Brussels, Marlow is still 

haunted by the memory of Kurtz: "a shadow insatiable of splendid appearances, of 
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frightful realities; a shadow darker than the shadow of th~ night [ ... ] the heart of a 

conquering darkness" (68). Unlike a phantom, a shadow has a reality, but it is not 

palpable; and whereas shadows are normally formed by darl&Iess within light, in the 

case of Kurtz and Africa the shadow is a darker pattern of darkness. The reader 

cannot simply bring a comprehension of life in late Victorian Britain to the novel, and 

interpret it as normal experiences might be interpreted. As Spittles points out, in 

traditional novels the reader is usually required to understand events and motives only 

in terms of a known reality whereas Conrad detached his fiction from that framework, 

"not seeing events in the same way as the majority of the British" (1992: 63). In 

Heart of Darkness, this narrative function can be observed through the omniscient 

narrator, Marlow. Unlike the omniscient narrators of the conventional novels Marlow 

does not know everything. He has areas of ignorance, such as the exact fate of the 

Eldorado Exploring Expedition and the inner motivation of the group of woodcutters 

on his steamer. Therefore, it can be said that Conrad's text does not present an 

unchangeable reality, but realities of which one will always be ignorant, which is an 

important aspect of the new perception projected in the text. Just like Marlow the 

reader will not know the full truth about imperial deeds in Africa. 

At this point, the fact that must be kept in mind is that Conrad's circumstances 

were very different from the other writers as he was relating a story of the colonized 

culture to his readers in an imperial country as a professional writer. Being concerned 

with the prospect of Heart of Darkness among a host of conservative readers of the 

Blackwood's Magazine, Conrad describes the content to the editor in exceptionally 

moderate terms: 

It is a narrative after the manner of Youth told by the 

same man dealing with his experiences on a river in 

Central Mrica. The idea in it is not as obvious as in 

Youth - or at least not so obviously presented ... The 

title I am thinking of is 'The Heart of Darkness' but 

the narrative is not gloomy. The criminality of 

inefficiency and pure selfishness when tackling the 

civilizing work in Africa is a justifiable idea. (Karl and 

Davies, vol. 2, 1983: 139-40) 
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Conrad's letter is important as it suggests that Conrad was willing to misrepresent the 

subversive nature of his work in order to get it published. The critique of colonialism 

that Conrad serves in Heart of Darkness is~Jhu~,:,downplayed and finally it remains 

politically inconclusive as the narrator Marlow assumes a contradictory role in his 

response to imperialism as such. Marlow makes an effective differentiation between 

imperial practices that are "merely a squeeze" and the British imperialism, with its 

"devotion to efficiency" (Conrad, 1994: 6). Marlow voices Conrad's idea of the 

British imperialism as a better one than the imperial missions of the other countries. 

When he sees a map marking colonial territories in the office of his company, he 

remarks, "[t]here was a vast amount of red [denoting British territory] - good to see 

at any time, because one knows that some real work is done in there" (9). Conrad's 

response to imperialism thus is ridden with ambiguity as he makes a choice between 

the applications of imperialistic attitudes of different countries. 

The historical documents and travel narratives of the empire on which 

Conrad's text relies so heavily uphold the cultural superiority of the empire over the 

colonized races. But Conrad distinguishes himself from this eulogizing tradition by 

criticising the mindless atrocities of the empire's agents in the colonies. In the late 

years of the 19th century the native lands, especially Africa, were at the centre of the 

British political consciousness. Conrad had personal experiences "ofwhat Europeans 

were actually doing to Africa, and ofwhat the dark continent did to them, which was 

much less publicised than the glories of imperial adventure" (Spittles, 1992: 64). 

Being critically aware of the situation Conrad subverts the discursive practice of the 

empire in an indirect way as most ofhis critical observations are kept hidden behind a 

heavy symbolism and the employment of multiple narrators in Heart of Darkness. In 

the novel, Kurtz is "a gifted creature" as Marlow says; and among his gifts "the one 

[ ... ] that carried with it a sense of real presence, was his ability to talk, his words" 

and "the man presented himself as a voice" (Conrad, 1994: 43). His report to the 

International Society is filled with the words of lofty ideals and an imperialistic, 

missionary earnestness. Marlow tells his audience about Kurtz's "beautiful piece of 

writing" rich with "exotic Immensity ruled by an august Benevolence" (45). But the 

report at the bottom of the last page, "evidently written much later", ends with "an 

exposition of a method": "Exterminate all the brutes!" (45) Kurtz's report "is a 
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chilling unmasking of the reality behind the white man's language and it wraps up the 

combined elements of the sounds-of-civilization theme" (Ambrosini, 1991: 56). 

Therefore, Kurtz's report cap be recognized as both a translation of the otherwise 

inaudible voice of the wilderness into English. 

Although Conrad writes from within the empire and most of his ideas of the 

colonized cultures conform to the writings of the empire yet he realizes the 

hypocritical role played in this civilizing affair by the imperial countries (Collits, 

2005: 1 0). Col! its detects first a "Eurocentric" perspective in Conrad and then 

describes the author, having a paradoxical attitude to imperialism, "as one whose 

novels of empire would continue to be read by changing their significance" ( 1 0). Tn 

his text almost all colonial deeds of the European "are against the idea of bringing 

sweetness and light to the dark continent" (Baum, 1975: 184). For example; when 

Marlow puts his foot on African soil for the first time and climbs the steep hill toward 

the Central Station, he finds things in a state of complete disarray; everything is 

desolate and completely run down (Conrad, 1994: 14). When he reaches the 

Company's station and observes the environment, he can see nothing but ''three 

wooden barrack-like structures" (17) as the Company's station and the objectless 

efforts of the natives, who are led by the whites, to build a railway. At the foot of the 

slope Marlow discovers boilers and other objects which were abandoned by the 

Belgians who had intended at one time to build a railroad. There are miniature 

railroad cars and drains as well. The boiler officiates on a square of grass, waiting to 

be operated. The railway-truck has been overturned; its four wheels are up in the air. 

The rails are rusted. Marlow is astounded by the wastefulness. He says: 

I came upon a boiler wallowing in the grass, then 

found a path leading up the hill. It turned aside for the 

boulders, and also for an undersized railway-truck 

lying there on its back with its wheels in the air. One 

was off. The thing looked as dead as the carcass of 

some animal. I came upon more pieces of decaying 

machinery, a stack of rusty rails. To the left a clump of 

trees made a shady spot, where dark things seemed to 

stir feebly. I blinked, the path was steep. A hom tooted 



to the right, and I saw the black people run. A heavy 

and dull detonation shook the ground, a puff of smoke 

came out of the cliff, and that was all. No change 

appeared on the face of the rock. They were building a 

railway. The cliff was not in the way or anything; but 

this objectless blasting was all the work going on. ( 17-

18) 
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What Conrad shows in this passage is that "[n]o light is being conferred on 

this imperial outpost. The discrepancy between pronounced ideals and the actual 

practices is everywhere apparent" (White, 1993:183). Marlow also observes what 

European civilization is doing to the natives in Africa. This can be observed in the 

scene in which Marlow encounters the men - a group of slaves chained together and 

guarded by one of their own who has been promoted to the rank of foreman. Here 

Marlow comprehends "the dramatic aspect of the encounter" (Darras, 1986: 8 8). The 

reality which is reflected here is that the educated European makes the natives beast

like creatures instead of educating them. The part of the novel in which the natives 

are seen as beasts of burden having to balance the "baskets full of earth" and the 

animal suggestion is reinforced by their apparently having "tails" is worth quoting 

twice: 

A slight clinking behind me made me turn my head. 

Six black men advanced in a file, toiling up the path. 

They walked erect and slow, balancing small baskets 

full of earth on their heads, and the clink kept time 

with their footsteps. Black rags were wound round 

their loins, and the short ends behind waggled to and 

fro like tails. I could see every rib, the joints of their 

limbs were like knots in a rope; each had an iron collar 

on his neck, and all were connected together with a 

chain whose bights swung between them rhythmically 

clinking [ ... ] but these men could by no stretch of 

imagination be called enemies. They were called 

criminals, and the outraged law, like the bursting 



shells, had come to them, an insoluble mystery from 

the sea. (Conrad, 1994: 18) 
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It is evident from the passage that the natives are described as maltreated 

animals too, thin enough to show every rib and joint, and also suffering from iron 

collars and a chain, signifying "the worst kind of Victorian treatment of criminals" 

(Spittles 1992: 84 ). Marlow's expression that "all were connected together with a 

chain whose bights swung between them rhythmically clinking" can be interpreted as 

the ragtime rhythm of the natives who have been taken away from their culture, an 

idea that had been destroyed by "the deaf and blind white colonists who are unaware 

ofthe discords which they have produced in the name ofprogress" (Darras 1986: 89). 

The European consideration of"the white man's burden", which existed as a popular 

philosophy or a general practice in all those areas of the world brought under Anglo

Saxon control in the past three hundred years, (Lee, 1969: 15) is subverted in the 

novel as well. Lee, in his Conrad's Imperialism, writes that this major philosophy 

must revert to "idea" in Conrad's work (Lee, 1969: 22). Conrad's treatment of"idea" 

in Heart of Darkness is of importance because being one of the deeper and more 

impressive concepts in imperialism and colonialism, the concept of "idea" is 

subverted, by means of Conrad's representation of "idea" as savagery. Marlow 

ironically observes that the concept of "idea" is not carried out by the white men 

colonizing the African continent. In the following passage, through the reflection of 

the white man's attitude toward one black subject, it can be viewed how the civilizing 

mission of the European, which was called "the white man's burden" during the 

colonial period, is subverted in the novel: "[The] beaten nigger groaned somewhere. 

'What a row the brute makes!' said the indefatigable man with the moustaches, 

appearing near us. 'Serve him right. Transgression - punishment - bang! Pitiless, 

pitiless. That's the only way. This will prevent all conflagrations for the future'" 

(Conrad, 1994: 28). 

It is important to note that at the beginning, Kurtz had a sense of evangelical 

ideas (55). When he first arrives in Mrica, he expresses the belief that "each station 

should be like a beacon on the road towards better things, a centre for trade of course, 

but also for humanizing, improving, instructing". (56) Europeans' role in Mrica 
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justifies their presence in Africa but Marlow finds that the reality often belies the idea 

of improving the natives: 

Once a white man in an unbuttoned uniform, camping 

on the path with an armed escort of lank Zanzibaris, 

very hospitable and festive - not to say drunk was 

looking after the upkeep of the road, he declared. Can't 

say I saw any road or any upkeep, unless the body of a 

middle-aged negro, with a bullet-hole in the forehead, 

upon which I absolutely stumbled three miles farther 

on, may be considered as a permanent improvement. 

(21) 

What Conrad shows in the person of Kurtz is a combination of both the 

ado~able and abominable qualities. He never denies that Kurtz's idealism has become 

moral barbarism and his admirable self-sufficiency has degenerated into an 

overwhelming pride as shown by Kurtz's own expression, which Marlow transmits to 

his audience: "You should have heard him [Kurtz] say, 'My ivory.' Oh yes, l heard 

him. My Intended, my ivory, my station, my river, my- everything belonged to him" 

(62). Kurtz is the Company's most successful agent and one reputed to have gone out 

to Africa with moral ideas of some sort. But on meeting Kurtz Marlow confronts a 

man impersonating imperialism's will to expand its domain over the earth and who 

has become a member of ravenous colonialism. The fact that colonialism destroys not 

only the natives but also the colonizer can be best seen through the representation of 

Kurtz, who is represented as the "universal genius" adored by the primitive men; but 

then, he turns out to be someone altogether different beyond the comprehension of 

average humanity. In the end, Kurtz dies, and the formidable nature of his realization 

in the African wilderness is revealed by his cry: "The horror! The horror!" (63). This 

· is the last and the most incomprehensible whisper of a man who had once lofty ideals. 

According to some critics, this is also the failure of Kurtz to dominate the wilderness 

within him (Jones, 1985: 75). In Kurtz we see that "the ideals and ennobling 

principles turn out to be dangerous illusions, and that his representativeness 

dismantles the myth of empire" (White, 1993: 175). The day after Kurtz dies, Marlow 

sees that "the pilgrims buried something in a muddy hole" (Conrad, 1994: 63 ). Thus 
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Marlow's journey in Heart of Darkness, the aim of which was to pursue a moral and 

ontological inquiry into human history, turns out to be a journey at the end of which 

Marlow discovers the self-deluding endeavour of a human community (Jones 1985: 

66). The transformation of Kurtz embodies the process of corruption and change, and 

moral degeneracy. The contact of the dark Africa corrodes every aspect of an 

enlightened European mind and finally destroys the latter. 

The final move of Marlow to meet the Intended of Kurtz in Brussels 

explicates clearly the inner irony embedded in an imperial discourse. Marlow meets 

the lady, talks of Kurtz's last words before death and lies to the lady telling her that it 

was her name that was on his lips while dying. Marlow hushes up Kurtz's realization 

of an inner horror embedded within the discourse of civilization. He narrates 

immediately after: 

I heard her weeping; she had hidden her face in her 

hands. It seemed to me that the house would collapse 

before I could escape, that the heavens would fall upon 

my head. But nothing happened. The heavens do not 

fall for such a trifle. Would they have fallen, I wonder, 

if T had rendered Kurtz that justice which was his due? 

Hadn't he said he wanted only justice? But I couldn't. I 

could not tell her. It would have been too dark - too 

dark altogether .... (Conrad, 1994: 70) 

In this part of the tale we recognize that the European (Marlow) cannot tell 

about Europe (Kurtz) to Europe (the Intended). Marlow's lie to Kurtz's fiancee is, in 

a sense, "an admission that civilization must be protected from the truth about itself' 

(Graver, 1969: 88). His lie also leaves the Intended in a romantic delusion. By 

analogy, Europe is left with a lie that colonialism's civilizing mission is carried out 

by great and good men of generous minds and noble hearts. As a result, the moral 

categories defining the western sensibility are not directly negated, though criticised, 

at the end. Conrad's experience of European brutality in the colonies makes him 

considerably subvert the imperial hegemony. On the other hand Conrad's Eurocentric 
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imagination upholds a vision of Africa which is grim, sad and murky that produces a 

negative effect on the European minds. Collits observes: 

The desire that produced psychoanalysis coincided 

with the moment when Conrad was abandoning his 

conventional earlier fictions to embark on Heart of 

Darkness. It took the form of a quest for a risky kind of 

knowledge ... Recognizing that black Africans might be 

knowable to Marlow and his audience only through the 

language of the colonizer, he set himself the task of 

dramatizing the process of such a transmission. The 

'natives' would no longer be 'realized' in the language 

of their oppressors, but henceforth merely glimpsed 

fleetingly. (2005: 123) 

The text is perhaps one of the most effective expressions of the encounter 

between self and "the other". In other words, it portrays the encounter between 

Europe and its "others", and more importantly, it depicts Europe's discovery of "the 

other" within itself Thomas Brook also points out that in Conrad's text, "the natives 

and the impenetrable darkness of the Congo are projections of the European self' 

(1989: 246). To explore Conrad's representation of the non-European "other" in 

Heart of Darkness we can turn to a passage in which Marlow describes the Africans: 

The earth seemed unearthly. We are accustomed to 

look upon the shackled form of a conquered monster, 

but there - there you could look at a thing monstrous 

and free. It was unearthly, and the men were - No, 

they were not inhuman. Well, you know, that was the 

worst of it - this suspicion of their not being inhuman. 

It would come slowly to one. They howled and leaped, 

and spun, and made horrid faces; but what thrilled you 

was just the thought of their humanity - like yours -

the thought of your remote kinship with this wild and 

passionate uproar. Ugly. Yes, it was ugly enough; but 



if you were man enough you would admihto yourself 

that there was in you just the faintest trace of a 

response to the terrible frankness of that nois!l, a dim 

suspicion of there being a meaning in it which you -

you so remote from the night of first ages - could 

comprehend. And why not? The mind of man is 

capable of anything - because everything is in it, all 

the past as well as all the future. What was there after 

all? Joy, fear, sorrow, devotion, valour, rage- who can 

tell?- but truth- truth stripped of its cloak of time. Let 

the fool gape and shudder - the man knows, and can 

look on without a wink. But he must at least be as 

much of a man as these on the shore. He must meet 

that truth with his own true stuff- with his own inborn 

strength. Principles won't do. Acquisitions, clothes, 

pretty rags - rags that would fly off at the first good 

shake. No; you want a deliberate belief. An appeal to 

me in this fiendish row - is there? Very well; I hear; I 

admit, but I have a voice, too, and for good or evil 

mine is the speech that cannot be silenced. (Conrad, 

1994: 32-33) 
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The passage starts with a paradox that the earth seemed unearthly. Thus 

Marlow sets up the expectation that the human beings inhabiting that unearthly earth 

will be inhuman. This is an expectation easy to arouse because it would confirm 

Marlow's European listeners' and Conrad's European readers' racial prejudices. But 

the narrative disrupts such commonplace prejudices because the horror of the story is 

said to be not the Africans' being a deviant form of humanity but the monster's being 

within the Europeans who consider themselves superior to the Africans. Thus it can 

be said that a number of ironic reversals are employed in the passage. So, Conrad 

continually juxtaposes past and present in the text and Marlow links the past of 

England with the present of Africa by comparing the Thames to the Congo: "And this 

also ... has been one of the dark places of the earth" (1-2). Europeans possessed a 
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veritably progressive, Eurocentric vision ofworld history. It seemed to them, in other 

words, that by studying other, primitive-seeming cultures existing simultaneously (or 

synchronically) with their own, "they cou~q1,,, study something chronologically 

disparate, namely their own deep, prehistoric past" (Kosellek, 1985: 4 7). Conrad 

transforms the present journey to Africa into an eternal journey to Europe's past and a 

sojourn as well into each human being's primitive psyche. In a psychoanalytic way he 

emphasizes the synchronicity of the non-synchronic. The inversion of the West's 

narrative about 'the other' is to undercut its self-righteous superiority. Mrica does not 

embody a lesser truth because it exists in an earlier stage of history. It embodies a 

more profound truth because it has not travelled far from its prehistoric origins. Thus, 

Conrad subverts prevailing European values, offering a "counter-memory", "a 

memory that disrupts the narrative of enlightened progress that official European 

culture tried to tell about its history" (Foucault, 1997: 90). Conrad challenges the 

prev:ailing European narratives about "the other" but challenge does not go beyond 

the framework of Eurocentric logic. The reason why Westerners do not immediately 

recognize the existence of an African "other" within them, is the cultural difference 

between the races. For Marlow physical differences, such as skin and colour are a 

surface deception as he himself repeatedly expresses. Yet, he foregrounds the savage 

and dark natural setting of Africa to unravel the bizarre transformation of a beautiful 

European mind in Heart of Darh1ess. Africa is conceived as a "madhouse" that 

produces disorienting and maddening effects on the "sane" Europeans (Conrad, 1994: 

32). What we have reached here is close to Bakhtin's ideas about "the self" and "the 

other". To Bakhtin, the perception of the self is constituted by the perception of "the 

other". He explains this condition in the following words: 

The most important acts, constitutive of self

consciousness, are determined by their relation to 

another consciousness (a 'thou'). Cutting oneself off, 

isolating oneself, closing oneself off, those are the 

basic reasons for the loss of self [ ... ] To be means to 

communicate[ ... ] To be means to be for the other, and 

through him, for oneself Man has no internal 

sovereign territory; he is all and always on the 



boundary; looking within himself he looks in the eyes 

of the other or through the other; I cannot become 

myself without the other; I must find myself in the 

other, finding the other in me (in mutual reflection and 

perception). Justification cannot be justification of 

oneself, confession cannot be confession of myself I 

receive my name from the other. (1984: 311-312) 
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Marlow's predicament in adjusting to the African landscape may be 

explained by the binary of self/ other in the text. He tells his listeners: "Going up that 

river was like travelling back to the earliest beginnings ofthe world, when vegetation 

rioted on the earth and the big trees were kings" (Conrad, 1994: 30). 

The land of Mrica appealed to Marlow as a dark and prehistoric immensity. The 

incomprehensibility of the landscape and the people inhabiting it occurs because to 

travel to Africa is to travel to prehistoric times. So the Congo is reflected as a world 

unrecognizable to the European through the distance of time. In the following passage 

Marlow casts Mrica in the role of prehistoric Europe: 

We were wanderers on prehistoric earth, on an earth 

that wore the aspect of an unknown planet. We could 

have fancied ourselves the first of men taking 

possession of an accursed inheritance, to be subdued at 

the cost of profound anguish and of excessive toil. But 

suddenly, as we struggled round a bend, there would 

be a glimpse of rush walls, of peaked grass-roofs, a 

burst of yells, a whirl of black limbs, a mass of hands 

clapping, of feet stamping, of bodies swaying, of eyes 

rolling, under the droop of heavy and motionless 

foliage. The steamer toiled along slowly on the edge of 

a black and incomprehensible frenzy. The prehistoric 

man was cursing us, praying to us, welcoming us -

who could tell? We were cut off from the 

comprehension of our surroundings; we glided past 

like phantoms, wondering and secretly appalled, as 



sane men would be before an enthusiastic outbreak in a 

madhouse. We could not understand because we were 

too far and could not remember, because we were 

travelling in the night of first ages, of these ages that 

are gone, leaving hardly a sign - and no memories. 

(32) 
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The excerpt sufficiently reveals the fact that though the novel stumbles upon 

the natives in a form which interrupts the European imagination of original man, yet 

it appropriates the natives to their savage selves as the justification for the fantasy of 

European civilization and progress. Through the analyses above, it can be concluded 

that the late 19th century experience of Europe encountering "the other" in Africa was 

characterized with a replacement of the Mrican by the "prehistoric man". What I am 

suggesting here is that, in writing Heart of Darkness, Conrad encountered the 

problem that is also encountered by anthropologists: namely, to find a language in 

which Marlow can report his experiences to a home audience. The culture of the 

empire proves inadequate to Conrad, for its inherent irony of unscrupulousness, to be 

capable enough to convey the colossal sense of wastage of its civilizing mission. And 

yet, Conrad desires his audience of the empire in England to see and share his exotic 

experiences in an unknown dark land, a colony of less civilized people. As James 

Clifford puts it, the ethnographic ambivalence of Conrad involves "a state of being in 

culture while looking at culture" (Clifford, 1988: 93). The narrative method of Heart 

of Darkness can be seen as an exemplary response to this extraordinary literary 

problem of Conrad narrating between empire and culture with an inherent tension of 

incompatibility. 


